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Disneyland Captain EO Lighted Visor (USA)

Blue and gray visor with Captain EO logo sold at Disneyland and Disney World. 1986 Disney. [Product
Details...]

   

                               

Thriller Era Officially Licensed Visor *Blue & White* (USA)

Officially licensed Thriller era visor with the common "Michael Jackson" cursive signature, with a "TM" symbol
and the letters W.P.H.C. Blue and white with blue signature. [Product Details...]
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Thriller Era Officially Licensed Visor *Green & White* (USA)

Officially licensed Thriller era visor with the common "Michael Jackson" cursive signature, with a "TM" symbol
and the letters W.P.H.C. Green and white with green signature. [Product Details...]

  

                               

Thriller Era Officially Licensed Visor *Light Blue & White* (USA)

Officially licensed Thriller era visor with the common "Michael Jackson" cursive signature, with a "TM" symbol
and the letters W.P.H.C. Light blue and white with navy blue signature. [Product Details...]

  

                               

Thriller Era Officially Licensed Visor *Light Blue With Navy Blue* (USA)

Officially licensed Thriller era visor with the common "Michael Jackson" cursive signature, with a "TM" symbol
and the letters W.P.H.C. Light blue with navy blue signature. [Product Details...]

  

                               

Thriller Era Officially Licensed Visor *Navy Blue & White* (USA)

Officially licensed Thriller era visor with the common "Michael Jackson" cursive signature, with a "TM" symbol
and the letters W.P.H.C. Navy blue and white with navy blue signature. [Product Details...]
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Thriller Era Officially Licensed Visor *Navy Blue w/Silver* (USA)

Officially licensed Thriller era visor with the common "Michael Jackson" cursive signature, with a "TM" symbol
and the letters W.P.H.C. Navy blue with silver signature. [Product Details...]

  

                               

Thriller Era Officially Licensed Visor *Red & White* (USA)

Officially licensed Thriller era visor with the common "Michael Jackson" cursive signature, with a "TM" symbol
and the letters W.P.H.C. Red and white with red signature. [Product Details...]

  

                               

Thriller Era Officially Licensed Visor *Red w/Silver* (USA)

Officially licensed Thriller era visor with the common "Michael Jackson" cursive signature, with a "TM" symbol
and the letters W.P.H.C. Red with silver signature. [Product Details...]

  

                               

Thriller Era Officially Licensed Visor *White With Navy Blue* (USA)

Officially licensed Thriller era visor with the common "Michael Jackson" cursive signature, with a "TM" symbol
and the letters W.P.H.C. White with navy blue signature. [Product Details...]
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Thriller Era Officially Licensed Visor *Yellow & White With Navy Blue* (USA)

Officially licensed Thriller era visor with the common "Michael Jackson" cursive signature, with a "TM" symbol
and the letters W.P.H.C. Yellow and white with navy blue signature. [Product Details...]

  

                               

Tokyo Disneyland Captain EO Lighted Visor (Japan)

Same blue and gray (battery operated) lighted visor as the USA version, with Captain EO logo except reads
"Tokyo Disneyland" across the top. c. 1988 Disney. [Product Details...]
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